Abandon this false start

New sex testing rules for female athletes are scientifically flawed, manifestly unjust and cannot stay, say Katrina Karkazis and Rebecca Jordan-Young

IT IS just days until the start of the Olympics – an exhilarating feast of elite competition watched by the world, a chance for athletes to demonstrate their extraordinary prowess in physical contests.

Imagine if, having proved to be the best, with the eyes of the world on you, the atmosphere sours and you face rumours and allegations of an unfair advantage and the condemnation of your competitors and the watching public. Imagine that this has nothing to do with cheating or doping, but is simply because of the biology you were born with.

We’re talking about sex testing for elite female athletes, a highly charged issue that has been officially resurrected for the first time in more than a decade.

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) has just released new regulations (IOC 2012) for determining whether athletes should be allowed to compete as women, along the lines of those agreed by the International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) last year. Both policies are based on the assertion that testosterone levels of male and female athletes are distinct and that women with testosterone levels typical for males have an “unfair” advantage – assumptions that are scientifically flawed and render the policies and their effectsethically dubious.

Both bodies were forced to confront the problems with sex determination policies in the wake of runner Caster Semenya’s case. Competitors challenged the young South African’s sex after she won the 800 metres world title in 2009. Her outstanding victory and powerful physique fuelled a frenzy of speculation.

The IAAF was roundly criticised for its poorly defined approach to sex determination and handling of the case. Semenya was driven into hiding to escape the resulting scrutiny and humiliation. As a result, the IAAF and IOC faced calls to rethink their approach.

Unfortunately, the resulting policies, in our view, are flawed. In a shift from earlier routine sex testing for female athletes, which the IAAF and the IOC abandoned in the 1990s, the sports bodies no longer overtly aim to determine whether someone is “really” a woman. Instead, they focus on women with hyperandrogenism – naturally raised testosterone levels. The new rules effectively say they are too masculine to compete in the female category, based on the idea testosterone is the key reason for men’s often superior strength and speed.

But does naturally occurring testosterone really confer athletic advantage in a predictable way, as suggested? There is little evidence and what evidence exists points away from such conclusions.

And even if such an advantage exists, is that really unfair? Elite athletes are different from most of us in many ways, such as rare genetic mutations that confer enhanced aerobic capacity.

So is the difference in athletic performance between males and females chiefly “due to higher levels of androgenic hormones in males” as the IAAF puts it?

Although it may be surprising, given that this is a popular belief and is stated as fact in both the IAAF and IOC policies, there is no evidence showing that successful athletes have higher testosterone levels than less successful ones.

Clinical studies do confirm that testosterone, among many other factors, helps improve muscle size, strength and endurance (New England Journal of Medicine, vol 335, p 1; European Journal of Applied Physiology, vol 111, p 2249). It may seem logical to infer, then, that having more testosterone gives an athletic advantage.

But responses to it differ dramatically between individuals, and testosterone is just one factor in a complex feedback system.

A striking counter example to the idea that testosterone is the key factor in athleticism is women with complete androgen insensitivity syndrome, whose cells are totally unresponsive to testosterone but who are overrepresented among elite athletes (The Journal of the American Medical Association, vol 284, p 1568). Some women with androgen insensitivity are, under the new rules, exempt from a ban. And a quarter of elite male athletes might have testosterone levels below the typical male range, with many in the typical female range, according to

“Sports organisations need to stop policing biologically natural bodies, which can lead to harmful scrutiny”
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Frank Tallis’s novels draw on his 20 years as a clinical psychologist. His latest book, The Forbidden, written under the name F. R. Tallis, explores the idea of demonic possession.
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Add the fact that most relevant studies have focused on men and that testosterone levels for elite athletes have not been extensively studied and it is clear to us that relying on testosterone levels oversimplifies and misrepresents what contributes to athletic excellence and suggests far more certainty than is justified.

Even if a decisive link had been established, should it be viewed as any different to other biological advantages broadly accepted in some elite athletes?
For example, several runners have mitochondrial conditions that enhance aerobic ability (Mitochondrion, vol 11, p 774). Some basketball players have acromegaly, a hormonal condition that results in enlarged hands and feet.

Hyperandrogenism is also a naturally occurring condition, no different from other exceptional biological variation in humans. So what makes this difference important? Well, as Hida Viloria, an intersex representative at the IOC meetings, noted in a letter to The New York Times, when the IOC was asked about the issue it said that these other physical and medical differences do not call the athlete’s sex into question. While the IOC is adamant that these new regulations are not “intended to make any determination of sex”, this looks a lot like sex testing.

Sports organisations need to stop policing biologically natural bodies, which can lead to harmful scrutiny of less feminine women, and allow all to compete, regardless of the level of naturally occurring hormones.

In short, these new sex testing policies must be scrapped.
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